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Introductioix

Thio paper has the ob.jectivre of defining the rela'ionship b.cweea

[ handling qualities and pilot stress and workload. Mhe reasons under-

lying the importance of pilot workload measurement are discussed &nd ways

to analyze or treat pilot vehicle systems are reviewed. The various

measures of pilot workload that have been used or considered are dis-

cussed and some new data on the possible use of pupil dilation as a

measure of stress are presented,

The pilot of a flight vehicle performs a range of tash anrd combina-

tions of tasks between take off and landing. These run a gamut. from

the most simple to those single or multiple axis tasks that may tax his

capabilities to the limit. In preparation for the flight, certain

planning and evaluation functions are performed by the pilot. In take

off nid in other phases of flight such as formation flying, terrain

avoidance, rough air situations, gunnery runs, and approach and landing,

the pilot performs as a precision tracker. The difficulty of his

tracking task obviously varies widely as a function of the basic dynamics

of his vehicle at the time, the condition or availability of any augmen-

tation system or display aids, and the disturbing inputs. The pilot
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devotes as much effort to these tracking tuako as he feels necessary

for efficiency or safety. In difficult control or emergency situations

the pilot may regress to become a single axis cracker and ignore other

control axes or piloting function.s that are less demanding.

During the cruise phase of flight the pilot becomes in many cases

a monitor and decision maker. It is clear that, in general, the pilot

operates in a sasupling manner, collecting information on various situa-

tions in flight, evaluating their significance, making decisions, and

takiig action or noý as circumstances require. In certain situations

such as engine or sLdbility augmentation failure, the pilot may call on

a repertoire of learned behavior that allows more rapid response to

these situations.

The pilot and the stability and control engineer have, in many

cases, used the term handling qualities to describe the degree of piloting

ease or difficulty over the wide range of conditions, tasks, and situa-

tions that the pilot is faced with. The pilot opinion ratings collected

integrote these diverse factors. It should not be unexpected that these

ratings might vary over a wide range unless conditions of the test are

very carefully controlled.

Work Load And Its. Implications

It is well known that in some aircraft and in some flight conditions

or emergencies that the pilot must work to the limit of his ability.

Up to this limit it is also well known that if he desires he can maintain
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his performance of a task cven though complaining bitterly, a factor

that prompted McRuer to refer to him as the "Vocal Adaptive Controller"

(Reference 1). To a pilot the multiple stresses of flight, his workload,

are summarized a..de 1 is judgment of the handling qualities.

The handling qualities engineer has endeavored to find a more

analytical approach to specification of pilot workload and to correlate

the pilot opinion rating with such an approach. Tlhe critical task

philosophy, Reference 2, offers piomises of at least bounding the limits

of the problem.

The psychologists have, in general, taken a more academic approach

to the problem. Experiments have been run with various side tasks and

problem solving situations. Many of the experiments offer relatively

little realism to the actual flight situation and the piloting job.

Consequently much of this work has had limited application to practical

system design other than in establishing trends or limits.

If a reliable method were available to obtain a measure of workload

or stress, it s.Ll9jjUoubte.Lv true that maniy of the anomalies in handling

qualities data could be explained. As an example, Reference 3 reports

combat tracking errors three or four times greater than those obtained

under otherwise identical tracking tasks in test conditions. The

implications on criteria for the design of new aircraft, their control

systems and their display instrumentatior. are obvious. The systems

could be designed analytically or tested under realistic simulation

conditions. The design could provide a reasonable safety margin in

pilot workload and yet take advantage of his capabilities where these
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aro available and may save some weight and cost in the aircraft., improve

reliability or maintainability, etc. And yet this capability oi

aeasuring, a-d understanding overall pilot workload and thereby being

able to utilize this knowledge in vehicle design continues to elude us.

Wast i1ze or T£reat o~y teWS

The dosign of thM cockpit display system in the past has been

heavily intuitive with great reliance placed on simulation using a "cut

and try" approach. To attempt to put the display design process on a

more rational basis a methodology has been evolved. Reference 4 outlines

a set of procedures which it often called t.ime line analysis, although

the complete methodology involves more than time line analysis, per Be.

Figure 1 taken from Reference 4 illustratop "ihe process. Figure 2

illustrates a typical time line assignment chart with allocation of

tasks to the crew members or the machine on a second by second or minute.

by minute basis as required. The process of determining the human

workload under this procedure involves many small judgments and

probably represents a considerable imorovement over a broad intuitive

decision or a "cut and try" simulation. Once preliminary time line

charts are drawn and problem areas isolated, the process can be iterated

with finer detail if necessary.

Another relatively new approach to flight controý system analysis

is the dynamic analysis of the pilot and the combined aircraft-autopilot

system. Tie resulting pilot-vehicle system can then be evaluated with
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I3 respect to the adequacy of the airframe, or airframe-atopilot, dynamics

for specific flight conditions. This approach, of course, requires the

definition of some form of mathezatical model of the pilot. This

subject is covered in somewhat more detail in the next section, but for

now the point is that pilot-vehicle analyses can be, and are being,u•ade.

The general approach is to: a. define and verify a mathcmatical model

of the human operator for specific control tasks, b. define a set of

"adjustment rules" that establish the numerical values aesociated with

the pilot model for specific tasks, a. establish fundamental pilot

limitations that constrain the adjustment ranges of the model parameters,

and d. use all of the previous to predict the combined pilot-vehicle

dynamics. for the specific task in question. Reference 5 contains a

brief description of this general approach.

From a practical standpoint, the workload related factors in this

general pilot-vehiclc analysis method include the constraints on the

ad-ustm-nt ranges of the model parameters. That is, the task exceeds

the maximum pilot capability (full workload) if control of the airframe-

autopilot combination requires the adjustment of pilot model parameters

b known human limitations. Therefore, the parameter limitatiops

or constraints may be considered workload measurements in this case,

and subsequent application via the pilot-vehicle analysis method can

yield: a. an analytical pradiction of the-pilot-vehicle system

stability, b. some indication of closed-loop system parformance,
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0. an evaluation of the suitability of the airframe-putopilot *yo•tm,

and d. an insight into the vehicle-autopilot dynimic propartt•o that

are causing any problems, with attendant speoolication (handling
qoalitias) implications.

The pilot-vehicle analysis approach outlined above has been extended

to a design procedure called Pilot-Controller Integration or PCX,

Reference 6. Thia procedure represents a oystemmatic design method

that considers control system failures as well as nominal performanceb

The procedure leads to a high flight-safety design. Figure 3 depicts

the PCI process (from Reference 6), and workload measures are used In

phases called "Failure Analysis by Paper and Pencil Methods" and

" "Failure Analysis by Simulation Methods." Specifically, a workload

related measure is used in an "additive" fashion to determine it manual

control under failed conditions is poceible (normal workload plus incre-

mental workload due to a eystem failure does not exceed maximum capability).

If a failure results in a workload level above v maximum capability, eystem

design changes are made to either reduce the total workload, or decrease

the probability of occurrence of the particular failure mode in question.

The value of this process, in one particular case, is demonstrated in

Reference 7 where the manhours invested in the application of the PCI

process would be "recovered" through flight safety improvements in 8.8

aircraft flight hours.

The above methods of system analysis that require some measure of

workload, or a related parameter, are for the moat part theoretical
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* •in nature. However, within the present *tat*-of-the-art the#s approaches j

"an be applied only to relatively simple, though perhaps importanat

cea"e. On the other hand, the oomplexities of modern flight vehiclea

"dictate the use ok simulators to both system anAlyois tools and expe*ri-

Mental devices to validateo the more theoretical approaches.

When aimulation is used as a system analysis too!, the concepLe

of workloading may be more implicit than analytical approaches, but

nonetheless they are still present, For example, when a multi-task

llaesion phase is simulated, the "full workload" point is reached, or

exceeded, when the subject cannot cope with the multitude of duties he

is supposed to perform. Complete simulations should, therefore,

include all task loadings including those related to stability and

control as well as navigation, comunication, and ocher functions. Under

less severe conditions, simulation studies can still yield, or utilize,

a measure of workload in the form of pilot rating to evaluate various

al.ernativc deeigue. This measure, related to workload (as disecused

later), can be used in many multi-task situations, and with suitable

ratlag procedures, quantitative as well as qualitative results can be

obtained.

In summary, workload or a related measure plays an important role

in a number of system analysis methods. The terminology in each case

might be quite different, but A broad interpretation of "workload" is

applicable in each instance.
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Workloa-d Predllon and Manual. Control Theory

Over the past decade, a rather extensive body of literatute rU14-a

r.o 'unual control theory hat beeu produced (e*g. Reftrene 8). ln tact.,

bibliographies are available in the area (Reference 9), Therefore, no

attemp; will be made here: to summarize the current statue, Instead,

only the relationehip between current thL ,ry and pilot workload pro-

diction will bit conoidared.

For a single componvatory tracking task (e~e Figure 4) existing

theory is quiite adoquate to predict an opecator's ability to control

linear eysteme with random appearing inputs. That Is, the limit of the

opotator's capability can be fairly accurately predicted. In terms of

workload this represents the "full workload" case. On the other hand,

the current thoory cannot accurately predict a "workload" mateure in the

"t'sray" area where control !8 possible but of varying "diffioulty". Within

this gray area pilot opinion ratings have been, and art being, used te

a measure of task difficulty,

Reference 7 contains an interesting correlation of pilot Opinion

ratings and woxkload measured with a side-task. UIthomgh the population

size of the data presented to small, very good correlation is indicated.

This encouraging result suggests that if pilot opinion Vatinas could be

predicted from human response theory, on# could In turn predict a work-

load level for a given taek, A current U484 Air Yorce SpoooTred reVeirch
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program, investigating the tie botvesn pilot opinion ratings and

t mathematleal models of the hwuman oporator in bpecifio tasks, may resolve

thid problm.

It should be emphavized, however, that prcdihting pilot workload,

or some related meaeu••, for a ein•el task In only part of the overall

problem. To mse thia information in system doolgit as diocussed above,

the "additive" effects of sovoeal tasks must aloo be predicted. This

is by no mas eaoy. For example, the "additive" properties of pilot

opinion ratingo ILI multiple tauk eituationo (ietforence 1.0) are relatively

SI unknown, However, the roculto of recent attempts (e.&. Reference 11) to

define mathematical model's of tho human operator in multi-axis tracking

taske may, again, provide the answer if pilot opinion ratings can

be pxedicted £roi tho re'ulting models.

All of the above discussion concerns compensatory traoking taske.

It is seen that even in this area, where probably the most useful and

extensive body of human response theory exists for flight control

applications, the prediction of worklo4. or a related measure still

poses a problem Because of this fact, it is not surprising tiat the

situation is evc worse with respect to other pilotitn tasks, or com-

binations of tasks. !tis io, ill fac¢., the reaeon why experimental

eimulation procedures are the most popular form of workload measurement

teohniquoe t t•le present- time.

Although * truly uveful overall matihamatical model of the human

operator is a long way off At this time, ettempt* are being made to
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for.uTAre such a model. In thie respeot, ourta-in human "gubsyatoms" such

as U14 eye movement servo ahd the hand control eystom (*.B. Refath'n4..

12 *-id •3) hav* boon investigated an4 mathematical models formulAtd.

Thase "subyyocam" models vary in complexity, but Figure 5 takon fro_

Rftot3&ence 12 is a typical roprenontation. It comeio an no Burpriad that

Figura 5 aecpandod ro include 4l1 of the humalt operato- suboyetems

important to piloting tasks would roprosent an extremely complex

rupresfntati.on of the knoin complax human operator. Yet. each Vub-

system, and combinavioa of aubyyst•co, affectG tho overall workload of

the human operator in a given taok to soma oxt~elt,

Some of the more recent arttmpts to provide broader moduls of

the human operator are reported in References 14, 15 6 16. In Raferanca

14, Kreadel and HcRuar proposa a "Succeusive Organization of Perception"

(6s0P) model of the human operator in tracking toske that accounts for

variouo methods, or modoo, of control involved in skill development.

Vosoiuo, in Referonce 15, diocuosee eye and hand models, and Voseius

is currently considering an integrated modal of visual pereeption.; h_&M

control, aind alternate moddo of control along the SOP lines. Firally,

Senders, Elkilld, end Smallwood in Rkoference 16 havy proposed a visual

sampling model that perhaps cant be used in tracking as well at monitoring

tasks. Each of the above developMents repreponte an txtsneion or *Xp*Miok%

of simpler "oubsyatam" modelo toward a broader; pict.ure of the humant

operator
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In summary, manual control theory shows promise as a means to

predict workload for, at least, certain combinations of piloting tasks,

In addition, continued advances in the physiology of human subsystems

may provide even more refined methods for more complex tasks. Hoveverp

at the present time experimental simulator measurements, on an ad hoc

basis, represent the most practical means to determine pilot workload

in complicated flight control tasks.

Measures of Pilot Work Load

1Figure 6 taken from Reference 17, presents a view of the factors

involved in physiological measurements. The subject reacts to the various

input factors which include the sustaining and sensory factors shown. In

addition the subject reacts to psychological factors that are regenerated

trithin himself from stored past experience. This is indicated by what

is termed in this reference, the re-entrant loop. These are the

factors of anxiety, fatigue, stress, the reflex, inherent, and learned

behavior patterns, motivation, attitude, etc. The subject's output is

divided into two basic classes, physiological and psychological with an

intermediate or "gray" area in between. The division into classes does

not occur neatly since it is known to laymen as well as physiologists

.that the body reacts to stress in many ways. An aroused individual's

heart pounds, stomach contracts, bladder relaxes, adrenalin increases,

pupils dilate, etc. These effects illustrate the complexity of the feed-

backs within the human. However, for the purpose of normal measurament of

pilot workload this scrictly physiological class has not and Is not expected



to be particularly helpful. This includes such measures as heart

activity, electro-cardiograms, blood T-isvure and flow measurements,

respiration, and metabolism measurements.

The normal pychological measures relate to operator behavior.

One of the normal measures is that of performance in a tracking or

problem solving task where a scoring system -ts devised. This scoring

sdght be based on time on target, rms error, etc. Psychological

experiments are usually run with large number of subjects with the tasks

planned so as to allow statistical analysis techniques to be applied.

Side tasks along with the primary task have been used in a number of

cases. The idea is to consider a reduction in side task performance as

an indication of an increase in primaL, task difficulty. These cide

tasks might be flashing lights or horns to be turned off at intervals

or simple arithmetic or other problems to be solved. Eye motion studies

have beea used in a number of display oriented studies to determine

the areas of concern to the pilot, the time spent on a particular

instrument, and the links between various inetrumtnts. Psychologists

also use questionnaires although they have been suspicious of and

generally have avoided ratings scales.

The handling qualities engineer has placed less reliance on

performance in his situation or flight tests. Measures such as average

clearance in terrain flying, miss distance, or average error In

tracking a target, of course, would be used where such criteria were
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eaningful., This attitude towards less reliance on performance springs

f roa his knowledge of the wide adaptability of the pilot to keep hAs

performance constant in spita of varying degrees of difficulty of the

taak. He has tended to place his reliance on pilot opinion ratings.

Furherore hehastended to avoid the use of large nu~ibers of subjectso

for cost reasons partially, but also because of a prefe,'ence or a

greater coL-fidence in the results from a "calibrated" test pilot. This

reliance on a small, especially selected statistical sample of subjects

has spawned a running argument between psychologists and engineers over

the validity of each other's data. The engineer has begun to put

reliance, for specialized problem evaluation at least, on analyses of

the pilot vehicle combination by means of describing function data on

the human pilot. This has been touched on previously in this paper.

Between the strict physiological class of measures and the psycho-

logical class is the so called intermediate class. Included in this

'class are a number of measurements that are interesting to physiologiets

-but also may be of use to ite psychologier and the enginoer. To this

date, however, they have been of little use to the handling qualities

engineer. One of these measures is the electrical potentials in the

nervous system or the muscles. The electrical activity of the brain

can be detected with electrodes and this is referred to as electro-

encephalography. The highly amplified records are called 3100s.

These records are complex and by no means fully understood, Although

not completely reliable as yet, important behavioral patterns ouch as
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a subject's state of aleriness and whether his eyes are open or shut 4M

be monitored,

When Individual muscles contract they exhibit potential changes

that can be measured. This is referred to as slectromyography and tho

records are called EMG's. These records can indicate the state of

synchronism of body patterns and may be used to show the presence of

fatigue. *Some consideration has been given to the use of myoelectria

signals for certain control system applications.

Also of the same type are measurements of the heart's activity

(ECO) which has been referred to previously under the strictly

physiological class of measurements.

Another general technique, referred to as galvanic skin response,

(GSR), involves measurement of the resistance between two electrodes on

the skin to the passage of a small current. This resistance is affected-.

by the action of the near surface capillaries and the sweat glands,

which of course are responsive to the nervous system. This measurement

has potential usafu~ess as an index of a number of psychological, 9state

.degree of alertness, apprehension, fear, panic, and placidity. The

system has its problems both in obtaining reliable signals and then in

sorting these signals out, but to date this measurement has been the

best measurement available for determining the psychophysiological

performance of a subject.

As noted previously, dilation or constriction of .upi~ls as a

result of stress had b~ee noted by the physiologists but little lnvettý-

gation or use has been made of the phenomenon. rn Reference 16, Dr.
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Flk!-ard Iless presents some voey interesting observations of the reactions

of the pupils to interest, emotions, attitude, and thought processes.

Figure 7 shows averaged increasse in pupil size for fivo subjects

perfoming mental multiplications of varying difficulty. Dr. Hess

refers to the eye as an extension of the brain, embryolo$loally and

• !anatomically, and furthermore, an extension that is in plain sight for

the psychologist or engineer to peer at. Intuitively, it is felt that

the possibilities of a useful measure of pilot workload are higher in

this case, than for such measures as EEG or GSR where measurement problems,

confusion in signals, and involved feedback loops are involved. Stimu-

lated by Dr. Hess's work, which was not concerned with piloting orI tracking situations, a preliminary experiment was performed to determine

whether pupilometrics offered a measure of workload that we engineers and

psychologists could use. The experiment and its general results are

described below.

Pupil Dilation Experiments

The main objectives of the experimental program were: a. to

determine if pupil size variations (similar to those reported in

Reijrcnee 18) exist whet. tracking tasks of varying difficulty are per-

formed, and b. to determine how these variations, if any, are correlated

with task "difficulty" and "conventional" workload measurements.

To accomplish these objectives a low order, but difficult, manual

tracking task 1.A'iLn an unstable first order controlled element was
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simulated, The subject's eye was photographed using available artificial

light and a 16mm. motion picture camera. Strip chart recordings of

appropriate signals were made at the same time. To synchronize the eye

data with the strip chart recordings, the camera photographed the sub-

Ject's eye along with a small voltmeLer that displayed a measure of

task difficulty and computer start and stop signals. A secondary side-

task was also implemented on the same analog computer used to simulate

the controlled element dynamics. '1This side-task was used to provide e

"conventional" measure of workload. The two tasks are described below:

Tracking Task: Repreuentting the pilot's input stick deflection by

c, and the controlled element output by m, the controlled element differ-

ntial equation was a- Am w Xc, whered= - time derivative of re(t).adt d

The value of A, in rad/sec, controls the degree or "difficulty" of the

tracking task. and the value could be held constant or varied as a

f ction of time. In the latter case, the parameter X varied at a rate

of .10 rad/sec 2 from an initial 3.0 value until the tracking error (-M)

on the oscilloscope display reached a value of ± 2 cm. At this point,

the A rate was switched to a value of .025 rad/sec 2 until control Was

lost (first time an error of + 7 cm on the scope was reached). The subject

could see a region of about + 6 cm. on the scope. The time-varying case

is called a "critical" task in Reference 2, and the minimum value of I

reached by the subject is a good measure of his effective reaction time

delay in this tracking task. In the present case, however; the task

served as a "ramp" loading cat pushed the subject to his limits (full

workload).
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The tracking error (-m) was displayed to the subject as a horizontally

moving dot on the display, and control was achieved by moving a vertically

Smounted sid4-stiok controller with a left-to-right wrist motion. ThI

controlled element had no external input, and therefore the system output

was a result of pilot actions only. In all cases the subject was told

to keep the dot centered on the scope with a minimum of error.

Side-Tank: The side-task used was a version of that described in

* Refereacp 7 for "conventional" workload measurements, This task consisted

of centering a horizontal line on a oecond display scope adjacent to the

< I' tracking task display scopa. A vandom noise source triggered the "line"

I from a zero setting to a plus (up) or minus (down) posxtion in a random

"fashion at an average rate of about 3.25 seconds between inputs. The

subject used a three position trim switch in his left hand to generate

a pulse that would return the "line" to zero. Once xriggered by the

random noise, the line would hold the off-zero setting until the subject

responded.' The absolute value of the displayed signal was integrated

over time, and a "score" (T) was obtained as the integrated value divided

by the product of the number of random triggering signals that occurred

during a giveft run and the offset voltage value. The measured score was,

tliefreore, proportional to the -ubjeet'a average time delay in responding

to the side-cask. During experiments with the subject operating both

- the tracking task and the side-task, the subject was told to give the

tracking task the highest prioriLy, and respond to the side-task only

when possible.
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The specific experiments performed coneseted of lour alassee:

1. Time-varying . tracking.

2. Fixed A tracking (variove A values).

3. Fixed X tracking with aide-task.

4. Error aboarvation only, no other tasks,

The latter w. 3 accomplished by recording the tracking error during

experiments in the first and second classes with an FM tape recorder,

and then reproducing the output for the same subject to observe. Photo-

graphs were taken in each case. For each class the general experimental

arrangement is shown in Figure 8.

Although several subjects have participated in the experiments made

to data, the results presented here were obtained with a single subject*

This subject, a rated pilot, has a nominal amount of experience with

tracking tasks and simulators in general, and a fair amount of experience

wich the tracking task used here. In the latter experiments reported,

he obtained time-varying A values of about 6.5 rad/sec which approached

the values of very Pxperieced subjecte as reported in Ref-ranzce 2.

Perhaps the r•ost dramatic results of the experiments are shown in

Figure 9 where error, X, and eye variations in the form of pupil diameter

to iris diameter ratios (R) ace given for a time-varying A experiment

(Class 1). in addition, R values for constant. A's (Class 2) are super-

imposed, using the symbolH4, on the R plot at the time point corresponding

to each A. igiu• 9 indicates a large variation in k (a&oLit 36%) over
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- the 46 second run. Furthermore, the R variation is seen to exhibit a

steady incrieas with increased )X (Unceasingly more "difficult" task) as

well as rapid increases that are directly correlated with the envelop&

of error. That is, R increases (pupil dilation) with large error

excursions at •oints in the run where the subject almost loses control.

Finally, the constant X valueo of R (from data recorded shortly before

Sthe time-varying run shown) evidunce the sane general steady increase

-I in R up to a N value of aboat 5.2 rod/see. The fluctuations in the R

1 J data. with about a two second period, may be due to measurement errors

in reducing the camera data (data points taken at about one second

I intervals). Or, these variations may be "unrest" fluctuations of the

type reported in Referenco 19.

The results of a series of Class 3 runs are compared with eye

* measurements from a series of Class 2 rune for the same fixed values

of X in Figure 10.

The data are average values for one 30 second tracking task run,

and two 60 secov.d tracking plos side-task runs for each X. The

workload measurement, T, increases as the primary tracking task becomes

more difficult (X increases). Above a X value of 4.9 rad/see, a leveling

off and scatter is observed in the data. This may be due to nonlinear

variations with A, or perhaps training effects are involved. At any

-rate, the R variation with A is much tile same as the T variation

indicesting a direct correlation of increased "conventional" workload with

pupil dilation. Above X a 5.5 rad/oee values, however, the data do not

19-
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show similar trends in R and T. Again traitting effects may be evidento

or the amull data populacion way be the answar to this differenco.

In an attempt to determine if the pupil -1 _ationa observed were the

direct reuults of observing the display only, and not unique to the

combined observaetion-coatrol task, a limited amount of data was colletted

from Claso 4 experiments. Figure 11 shows data from the last 20 second$

of a time-varying A experiment in the form of R values during actual

tracking, and when the subject is simply obiaerving the same error signal.

A difference in the R valuer at coincidont times is evident up to the

last few seconds of tihe experiment. Film records aloe indicated much

more eye blinking, and some eye tracking, in the; monitoring record. Tie

tracking record showed a steady "stare". It ahould be noted, however,

that a higher speed, and grainy, film used in the run shown caused data

reduction problems and associated scatter in the data.

Finally, a number of Class I experimento with a variety of subjects

with very little training vhowed a quite universal effect, with R ratio

increases fCrou neat zero to 20% over the time-varying X runs.

Although the experiments reported hero are certainly preliminary,

the main objectives were met, and the following tentative conclusions

can be drawn;

a. Pupil dilation is evident in certain manual tracking tasks of

increasitg "difficulty".

b. This dilation is correlated with the results of at least one,

move or less conventional, workload measurement technique, and is also

correlated with task "difficulty".
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c. 'he exact canuoe of this effect is unknown, but it does not

Appear to ba the sole result of orrov observation. That ic, the phenomenon

appears to bu a reault oi etroeose from the combined oboorvationo-ontrol

tash.

Much romaino to be dono before pupil olze varlaheons ean be used

I with confideacu an a manual control workload muesurement technique, but

the p1eýeliinary result; reporued here are eacoureiuig. Furthermore, the

advantages of the iethod, if verifiei by furuher work, over side-task

mrthodb are clar with reopoct to rapid responite, the degree of oubject

diotraction from tho main taLk, and thio possibility of electronic ois-ln

S|- data reduction (e~g. Pupilomater of Raozoe'nce 19).

' • Conclus.ions and Beconmf~endacionlsKIn conclusion it can be said, without fear of contradiction, that

• -- there is a real need for consideration of workload it% setting the require-

,rants for and specifications of pilot related aircraft rarameters, Once

available, quantitative measures of workload would play a very important

r benefits would be real and important.

It has been poincod out that there are a number of methods to measure

aome workload retiAted parameters, none of which have been very generally

useful or widely applied. Human response theory and physiology develop0-

mentL may provide mec.hodo to predict work loading for certain control

related tasks; however, at present, experimental simulation procedures

-ire tlhe most useful.
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A now workload ralatad measurement technique, based on pupil

dilation, is ohowA to have some promise £fro proliminAry $*pa*ritntut.

The method ie app.icable to Ulight control tasks, provides rapid

response, and prcegnto no subject distraction. Additional, more txtensivo,

and wore carefully ploaned experiments are definitely in order to

-explort the posoibilitios.

There io no queotion but that the handling qualities enitieer should

broaden hia iduas of workload and make a concutnrated effort to apply

thd ideas and mcasurement; toolI Of the phyalologiat and the psychologist

to tho, quantitativo measuromenc of workload. The need is olear and the

poossbilities are apparent. The time is opportune for those in research

to take action.
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